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Abstract
Usually in image sharing schemes, shares are generated first for a given secret image and then
embedded into cover images to produce stego images. These two steps are done sequentially. There exist
some relationship in the first step, the size of the secret image and size of the shares which are derived
from them. In the proposed method, these two steps are done concurrently. A cover image is chosen and
according to its embedding capacity, share is generated and subsequently embedded into chosen cover to
produce the stego image. This process is repeated till all the image portions are embedded. While
generating share, meta-data (i.e.) header is created for each shares and appended to shares before being
embedded. At the destination end, shares are extracted from each stego images and are reassembled into
a single original secret image according to the meta-data present in each share. Methods available in the
literature embeds uniform sized secret image into cover images of uniform sizes. Using proposed method
different sized secret images have been embedded into cover images of varying sizes.
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Introduction
Shamir et al. designed a Secret Sharing (SS) method to share a
secret key where secret key is an integer valued which can be
divided into many integer values according to the polynomial
equation [1,2]. SS methods are used for many real world
application [3,4]. In real life, SS schemes can be applied.
Consider this scenario. A country does not want to give the
supreme power of giving permission to the use of nuclear
weapon in a war. But instead, this power rest on three persons,
president, prime minister and the defence minister of that
country. At least two out of three must agree to the idea of
invocation of nuclear war [5]. SS scheme can be applied to
images as well. This is referred as Secret Image Sharing (SIS).
This is reported first in [6]. Later SS schemes are applied on
the other types of cover as well, i.e., test, audio and video [7].
Many SIS schemes have been proposed so far using different
concepts [8,9].
In data communications networks, original data is divided into
small chunks called packets by segmentation process when it
cannot be transmitted as single packet. Process done at the
source end needs to be computed in a reversed order at the
destination end to reconstruct the original data from packets
[10]. Sometimes, information to be transmitted called payload
can be compressed and if need be can be encrypted also [11].
In data communications networks, after original data are
segmented into packets. It is encoded as signals and
transmitted across the communication medium to reach the

destination. This can be modified for steganography. In SIS,
after images are divided into shares, it can be embedded into a
chosen cover image. So encoding of packets in data
communication is correlated with embedding of share in
steganography in our proposed method.

Related Works
Thien et al. describes the method for construction of shares
from a secret image. Size of the constructed share is smaller
than the secret image. This share looks like a random noise
image. If shares are sent as such, there will be suspicion. To
avoid this, shares are embedded into a cover image to produce
a stego image. If t numbers of shares are produced, then size of
the share is 1/t of secret image. Size of the cover image which
is chosen for embedding these shares must be either 2 times or
4 times the size of share [12]. Wu et al. modifies the paper in
such a way the size of the share is 1/t but the size of the stego
image is also 1/t [12,13].
Yuan et al. described methods for sharing a binary secret image
into multi cover images. For sharing a secret image, four cover
images of similar size are chosen. A binary matrix is calculated
by XORing LSB planes of all the cover images. To embed
secret image into cover, each secret pixel Ai, j of secret image
is compared with Bi, j of binary matrix, if both are same, no
operation is done and next secret pixel are examined, otherwise
using gradient measure, particular cover image is chosen for
embedding this particular secret pixel into Ci, j of the chosen
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cover image. Using LSB matching secret pixel in embedded
into LSB plane of a cover image. But in the recovery process
all LSB plane of the stego images are simply XORed [10].
Chen et al. describes methods for sharing multiple images of
different sizes. Apart from describing to how to recover origin
image from the share, this paper also describes how to recover
secret images even when image shares are corrupted or noise
are added in the shares. A random image is calculated from all
the secret images. The size of the random image is equal to the
size of larger images. The random image is used both while
creating a share from the secret image and recovering secret
image from share [11].

Step 6: FLAG, HEADER and MSTRM are generated as
shown in Figures 2-4.

Proposed Method
Proposed method comprises of four algorithm, they are
Message Stream Generation (MSG) which generates one
dimensional MSTRM vector for the given secret image, LSB
Embedding Algorithm (LEMA) which generates FRAMEs
from MSTRM which is then embedded into cover to produce
stego images, LSB Extraction Algorithm (LEXA) which
extracts FRAMEs from the stego images and are concatenated
into one dimensional MSTRM vector and Secret Recovery
(SR) algorithm which reconstruct the secret image from
MSTRM according to HEADER information. Overall
functioning of this proposed method is illustrated in the Figure
1.

MSG algorithm
Secret image is taken as input from the user. Dimension of the
image is determined based on its rows and columns which are
used at the destination end for the reconstruction. Given secret
image is reshaped into 1-D vector as BSTRM. BSTRM may be
compressed or not. If BSTRM is compressed, few zeros are
padded into BSTRM to ensure that equal number of bits is
embedded in each pixel. FLAG, HEADER, and MSTRM are
computed as shown in Figures 2-4. FLAG1 is used to specify if
compression is done or not. NZP is used to specify the number
of zero padded.

Figure 1. Overall architecture of the proposed steganaography
scheme.

Figure 2. FLAG format of MSG algorithm/SR algorithm.

Figure 3. HEADER format of MSG algorithm/SR algorithm.

Input: Secret image
Output: MSTRM
Step 1: For the given secret image, row and column are
calculated. These are used at the receiver end to reshape secret
image.
Step 2: Given secret image is reshaped into 1-D vector, It is
called BSTRM.
Step 3: FLAG1is for compression and NZP is for padding.
FLAG1 set to 1 if compression is done, otherwise set to 0.
Step 4: If FLAG1 is 1, dictionary is generated. Then BSTRM
is compressed using Huffman compression algorithm.
Generated dictionary is sent to the receiver.
Step 5: N Number of Zero (NZP) is padded into BSTRM, N is
calculated such that the length of BSTRM is congruent to 1, 2,
3 or 4, this is according to number of LSB bits are embedded.

Figure 4. MSTRM format of MSG algorithm/SR algorithm.

LEMA algorithm
MSTRM is taken as input. A cover image is chosen and its
Embedding Capacity (EC) is computed. If entire MSTRM can
be embedded into this image, MSTRM is considered as SGMT
and FRAME is formed and it is embedded into the cover image
to produce stego image. If not, EC-48 bits are extracted from
MSTRM and are considered as SGMT and FRAME is formed
and it is embedded into cover image to produce stego image.
These steps are repeated till entire MSTRM bits are embedded.
FLAG2 is used to specify if it is a last FRAME or not.
Input: MSTRM
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Output: Stego images
Step 1: A cover image is chosen. Embedding Capacity (EC) of
the cover image is computed.

images. Then this cell array is converted into 1-D row vector
which is called MSTRM.
Input: Stego images

Step 2: If length of MSTRM is less than EC-48 then do

Output: MSTRM

2.1 Entire MSTRM is assigned to SGMT

Step 1: 48 bit HEADER is extracted from the stego images. It
contains information as shown in Figures 5 and 6.

2.2 Length of the SGMT (SLEN) is calculated.
2.3 FLAG2 is assigned to ‘1’
2.4 Sequence number is incremented
Step 3: If condition in step 2 is not correct then do
3.1 Length of the SGMT (SLEN) is calculated by
SLEN=EC-48
3.2 SLEN bits are extracted from MSTRM into SGMT.

Step 2: SLEN number of bits are extracted from the stego
image and assigned into cell array MSTRM with SQN_NO as
index.
Step 3: If still more Stego images are there, above steps are
repeated.
Step 4: MSTRM which is in the form of cell array is converted
into 1-D row vector.

3.3 FLAG2 is assigned to ‘0’

SR algorithm

3.4 Sequence number is incremented

MSTRM is taken as input. ROW, COLUMN, FLAG1 and NZP
are derived from the first 23 bits as shown in Figures 2 and 3.
Decompression and removing few zeros are carried on
BSTRM according to the FLAGE1 and NZP fields. BSTRM is
reshaped into 2-D array according to ROW and COLUMN
fields and is encoded into an image.

Step 4: FLAG, HEADER and FRAME are generated as shown
in Figures 5-7.
Step 5: This FRAME is embedded into the chosen cover
image.
Step 6: If length of MSTRM is not zero, then above steps are
repeated.

Input: MSTRM
Output: Secret image
Step 1: HEADER and BSTRM are derived from the MSTRM
as shown in Figure 4.
Step 2: Information like ROW, COLUMN, FLAG1, NZP, are
derived from the HEADER shown in Figures 2 and 3.

Figure 5. FLAG format for LEMA/LEXA algorithm.

Step 3: NZP number of ‘0’ are removed from BSTRM.
Step 4: If FLAG1 is 1, Decompression needs to be done.
Dictionary is received from the sender; BSTRM is
decompressed using Huffman compression algorithm.

Figure 6. HEADER format for LEMA/LEXA algorithm.

Step 5: BSTRM is reshaped into 2-D vector according to row
and column and encoded as image.

Experimental Results

Figure 7. FRAME format LEMA/LEXA algorithm.

LEXA algorithm
Stego images are taken as input. First 48 bits are extracted
from the stego images which are a HEADER which contains
information as shown in Figures 5 and 6. SLEN number of bits
are extracted from the stego images and assigned into cell array
with SQN_NO as index. This step is repeated for all the stego

In this section, performance of our proposed method is
compared with the similar schemes like Thien et al., Wu et al.,
Yuan et al., and Chen et al. [10,11,14,15]. Data set is created by
us that is downloaded from internet and resized according to
our needs. Parameter used for comparing our method is size of
secret image and size of cover images. First three schemes take
the secret image size of 512 × 512. Fourth scheme takes three
different sizes. But ours is not limited to any size. This
relationship is depicted in the Table 1. In the available
literature, size of shares and stego images are related to the size
of secret image. But in our proposed method, there need not be
any relation in terms of sizes among cover images and between
secret image and cover image. Two case studies are done for
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embedding secret image into cover image. For the evaluation
of the proposed algorithms, we also utilized DICOM medical

image dataset for the estimation of performance over existing
approaches.

Table 1. Comparison of Size of secret image and cover image.
Schemes

Size of
image

secret Type of image sharing Size of cover
schemes

Size of shares

Size of stego image

Thien et al.

512 × 512

(t, n)

All uniform

1/t of secret image

2/t or 4/t of Share

Wu et al.

512 × 512

(t, n)

All uniform

1/t of secret image

Same as share

Yuan et al.

512 × 512

(n, n)

All uniform

Same as secret image

Same as secret image

Chen et al.

512 × 512

(n, n)

According
image size

(n, n)

Different sizes

256 × 256

to

secret Same as secret image size

Same as secret image size

128 × 128
Proposed

Any size

According to cover image size

Same as cover image

In the first case study, one share is generated from one secret
image which is embedded into one cover image. This is
explained by the following figures. Figure 8 shows the cover
image that is used for embedding the secret image. Its size is
400 × 500. Figure 9 shows the original secret image, its size is
135 × 180. Figures 10 and 11 shows the stego image and the
revealed secret images respectively. There is no relation
between size of original image and cover image.

Figure 10. Stego image PSNR 50.26.

Figure 8. Cover image 400 × 500.
Figure 11. Revealed Secret image PSNR 78.58.

Figure 9. Original secret image 135 × 180.

In the second case study, three shares are generated from one
secret image which is embedded into three cover images.
Figures 12 (A-C) shows three cover images of size 360 × 450,
370 × 400 and 370 × 300. Figure 13 shows the secret image of
size 250 × 370. In this case also, there is no relationship in
terms of size among cover images and between secret image
and cover image.

Figure 12. (A) Cover image C1 360 × 450; (B) Cover image C2 370
× 400; (C) Cover image C3 370 × 300.

Figures 14 (A-C) shows three stego images generated from
Figures 12 (A-C). PSNR of stego images are 47.08, 47.11 and
52.11. Figure 15 shows revealed secret image and its
corresponding PSNR is 74.63.
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Above experimental results shows that proposed scheme is
used for embedding differently sized secret image into cover
image of different size. The PSNR of revealed secret images
are 74.63 and 78.58 which are better than existing approaches.

according to the details in the meta-data. Thus an efficient
method is designed to send secret images of different sizes into
cover of varying sizes.
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